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  Good afternoon everyone! Please allow me to apologize for the absence of the original speaker, Mr. Bin Niu. He has an urgent work to finish, so he can not attend this conference. Therefore, I am going to give this presentation stead. My name is Haiyan Lu from Nanjing Electronic Device Institute, also named as CETC 55. The topic of this presentation is “Large Signal Modeling of InP/InGaAs (indium phosphide/indium-gallium arsenide ) DHBT with fmax up to 0.5THz”.
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InP HBT Application

high Speed Digital:
Frequency divider
MUX/DEMUX

Terahertz:
THz Amplifier

RF measurement facilities

Optical Communication

THz: 0.3-3THz

Astronomy 

Security Check

Analog-Digital Combine:
ADC/DAC
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  As we know, InP HBT integrated circuit shares an important part in III-V semiconductor market. Traditionally in high speed digital, InP HBT ICs, such as frequency divider, MUX, DEMUX circuits are used extensively in optical communication network. In analog digital combine area, InP HBT ADC, DAC are extremely important for high frequency, high precision RF measurement facilities.   Besides the above application areas, InP HBT IC becomes an important player in terahertz technology. Terahertz band mainly concerns about frequency band from 0.3THz to 3THz. New growth points such as  apastronomy exploration, security check application are emerging.



Demand more Gain

RF measurement facilities

Optical Communication

Astronomy Discovery

Security Check

More Gain in THz is needed!
Higher fmax is needed!
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To sustain the performance in application areas above, InP HBT demands more power gain in frequency above 100GHz.As the U gain cirve declines with a slope of 20dB per decade, to get more gain, we need higher fmax. 



To Get Higher fmax

Thinning Base 
and collector 

Narrowing
Emitter width

Reduce RC
delay

Reduce 
transit time 

delay

Higher fmax
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To get higher fmax, both RC delay and electron transit time should be reduced. For HBT, both line-width scaling and epi-layer scaling are necessary.



Why Indium Phosphide

InP/InGaAs Si/SiGe Superiority

Collector electron
velocity

2.5E7 cm/s 1E7 cm/s Smaller τc
Larger Jkirk

Base electron 
diffusion velocity

40 cm2/s 4 cm2/s Smaller τb

Base sheet
resistance

500-800
Ohm

5000 Ohm Smaller Rbb

Higher electron velocity
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  So, why we choose indium phosphide for high speed circuits? Although other candidates such as silicon germanium devices were improved greatly these years,  indium phosphide devices has an advantage which is physically unchangeable. It has higher electron saturate drift velocity.  From this table we can see, InP’s electron saturate drift velocity is 2.5E7cm/s, much higher than 1E7cm/s of SiGe, which means smaller transit time in collector. Besides, InP/InGaAs HBT has smaller base transit time taoB, and smaller base sheet resistance.



Why Indium Phosphide

InP/InGaAs Si/SiGe Superiority

Collector electron
velocity

2.5E7 cm/s 1E7 cm/s Smaller τc
Larger Jkirk

Base electron 
diffusion velocity

40 cm2/s 4 cm2/s Smaller τb

Base sheet
resistance

500-800
Ohm

5000 Ohm Smaller Rbb

Smaller transit time

Higher electron velocity

InP is 
Better !
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Therefore, using InP could have a smaller carrier transit time, which will help improve fmax.



Transit time reduction is easier for HBT

Compare

HBT

HEMT

Vetical
scaling 

Narrower 
gate width 

Electron 
transitision
direction

Thinner 
Epi layer

Reduce Transit time

Lateral
scaling 

Easy !

Hard !
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  To reduce carrier transit time, HBT is easier than HEMT. Compared with HEMT, HBT could benefit from its vertical carrier transition direction, which means to reduce transit time, we just need to do vertical scaling by design thinner epitaxy layer. In the case of HMET, lateral scaling is needed which means narrower gate width is required, and will take much of improves of fabrication arts.



Reduce RC delay

To half RC delay, we need:

HARD !

Parameter Scalling

Emitter width 1/4

Contact resistivity 1/4

Current density 4

Collector thickness 1/2

Base thickness 1/1.4
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  To reduce RC delay, we have to reduce BC junction capacity Cbc, especially intrinsic BE junction capacity Cbci, which is proportional to emitter width.  From this table we can see: from analytical calculation, to harf HBT RC delay, we need to scale emitter width and contact resistivity to a quarter, current density to 4 times, collector thickness to harf, and base thichness to 1 to 1.4. 



0.5μm InP/InGaAs DHBT

NEDI 0.5μm HBT technology,
peak performance :

fmax=532GHz

ft=350GHz fmax=532GHz
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  We have succeed in fabricating InP/InGaAs DHBT with 0.5um emitter width. This is a microscope picture of metal 1 layer of the device. The highest fmax is 532GHz, with 350GHz ft.  The left picture is H21 and K factor, the right picture is U, MSG/MAG curves.  



Agilent HBT Model

Agilent HBT modle was used for 
0.5μm InP/InGaAs DHBT modeling:

More precise β model
More precise Tc and Tkrk
model
Partition of  BC junction into 
intrinsic and extrinsic parts
Self-heating
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 Agilent HBT Model was used to establishe large signal model for 0.5um InP/InGaAs DHBT, because:   First, it defined base current and collector current independently, therefore DC current gain beta could be modeled more precisely.  Second, it has a collector transit time taoC formular and Kirk effect formular which are more accurate.  Third, current and capacity of BC junction were divided into intrinsic and extrinsic parts, which is an accurate description of the device physical structure.  Finally, it contains self-heating model which is important in high power range.



DC modeling
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  DC characteristics modeling including gummel plot, current gain and I-V curves. Dot lines are measured data, and continue lines are model simulated data. Left-top is forward gummel plot, right-top is forward current gain, left-bottom is Ic versus Vc curves, right-bottom is Vb versus Vc. We can see the simulated data fits well with measured data.



Cbe, Cbc, τ modeling
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  C-V cures were extracted and simulated for BE and BC jucntions. Good agreements between measured data and simulated data is important for high frequency modeling. Transit time including taoB, taoC and tao kirk were extracted and carefully tuned.     Left-top is Cbe versus Vb curve. Right-top is Cbc vs. Vc curve. Left-bottom is total transit time in low current range. Right-bottom is total transit time in large current range, from which we could tell the kirk effect is working.



S-parameter
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  S-parameters: left-top is S11, right-top is S12, left-bottom is S21, right-bottom is S22.



ft, fmax modeling

ft=370GHz fmax=493GHz
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  Finally ft and fmax were extracted. We can see model simulated data and measured data agree well. The peak ft/fmax is 370/493GHz, which is slightly lower than  peak performance 532GHz because of difference of wafer batch.



Thank You !
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Thank you for listening!
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